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PUNCH DRUNK CASINO /  MOVIE REVIEWS / ALL SALES ARE ENDING! 

Dr. Bo Bo’s 

FUN-World! 
Update 2014 

By Magick1010 

BRAND NEW RIDES 

“PUNCH 

DRUNK” 

& 

“HIGH TIMES” 

This months’ discussion will be 

on Jiggy depression. This form of 

depression is when a person is sick 

& tired of everyday life on the 

plantations “do nothing jobs” and 

they want to escape 

The diagnosis is delusions of 

grandeur (ego-trippin’), boasting or 

frontin’ on Yo self. If you feel like 

you liberated, but know you ain’t, 

you could be suffering from Jiggy 

depression.  

Treatment: Take all your money 

and credit cards and spend some 

time at FUN WORLD! This 

place will take all your blues away! 

(PAID ADVERTISMENT) 

For just $250, your whole family 

can have the fun of a lifetime. We 

have people gettin’ paid just for 

grinnin’ in your face, people who 

dress-up like cartoon characters, 

Circus Clowns, Nicki Minaj and 

+people who get paid for saying, 

”Have a nice day”.  

For Yo money, you can all go in 

the same entrance for free. For Yo 

money you get all the death wish, 

dare devil rides for free.  

Hi! I’M DR. BO BO! 

YOU WANT A RIDE 

SHAWTY? 

 For Yo money, you can laugh at 

Yo self for free. We guarantee that 

everybody will love this place. No 

health food allowed! NO 

REFUNDS!!! 

(END OF ADVERTISEMENT) 

(NEW ADVERTISEMENT) 

Now Dr. BO BO knows what 

effect Jiggy depression can have on 

a playa! If FUN WORLD doesn’t 

have you feeling better, I still got 

the cure. We will turn your 

community into FUN LAND! 

We got home boys, gangstas and 

thugs standing by with beepers, cell 

phones and walkie-talkies for your 

convenience. Some of my open-air 

pharmacies have 24-hour drive thru 

windows. We aim to please, serve 

and sling! 

We got old hippies and new hippies 

standing by with boats, planes, 

trains, trucks and cars for fast, 

speedy delivery. We specialize in 

suburbia deliveries. Nothing can 

stop us from getting the goods 

across the border or uptown baby!  

If that doesn’t work, pick-up that 

phone and we will have an 

ambulance at your door in one to 

three hours (depends on where you 

are located). If you have the proper 

insurance, I’m sure they will be 

glad to turn the siren on. Don’t 

worry, be happy! 

My associates are standing by at 

the hospital of your choice, waiting 

to get paid. They will experiment, 

operate and get a lot of practice on 

you. You know we got them 

painkillers for you Boo! 

(END OF 2
ND

 Advertisement) 

10% discount on all FUN 

WORLD tickets at all junk food 

stores and their subsidiaries. 

PAID FOR BY BO BO INC. 

 
LET THERE BE 

HIGH TIMES FOR FREE! 

HI! I’M DR. BO BO! 

http://www.blackconsciousness.com/
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As a public service the government 

is offering free, clean hypodermic 

needles to help in the prevention 

and spreading of HIV. Free 

rubbers, poppa stoppas are being 

passed out for birth control. We got 

it going on! Please pass the word. 

For a limited time only, there will 

be public assistance.   

CREDIT…FORGET IT! 

Dr. BO BO knows Crack-Heads 

don’t pay back! 

You can only get high, off Dr. BO 

BO’s Rides and Supply!  

“BUSH 

WHACK” 
The BUSH WHACK is guaranteed 

to make you look backwards or 

turn everything downside up. This 

is the death wish ride of all time! 

All tickets must be punched! 

First ride u come to!  

No long wait. Ride runs 24/7 year 

‘round!.  

250 miles per hour 

More twists and turns to scare the 

shyt outta you 

Free crash/crack helmets provided! 

THE BUSH WHACK will push 

your Wig Back! 

Playas, Pimps, Queen B’s & 

Hoochies get extended rides! 

Fun World assumes no responsibility 

for missing or banged-up Negro and 

Wigga children.  If you lose ya weave 

or hair plug, we assume no liability! 

FUNNY GO 

‘ROUND 
(THE GENDER BLENDER) 

On this ride everybody gets to mix 

and match their clothes. The boys 

wear girls’ clothes and the girls, 

they wear boys’ clothes. Everybody 

jumps on the ride, gets strapped in 

and the gay fun starts. You are so 

tossed and turned, whipped and 

dipped that you haven’t a clue what 

gender you are anymore. If you got 

yourself straight, you don’t get on 

this ride, but if you feelin’ freaky, 

you ride this joint to death. 

Vendors with cameras and video 

cams are standing by to catch all 

the action. (Seems like Weird-O’s 

always wanna be caught on 

camera) The good thing about this 

ride is that now everybody knows 

who’s funny! When you come into 

the amusement park, this is always 

the longest line. It’s nothing to see 

long lines of funny & gay people, 

waiting to get TOSSED UP!  

THE 

CONDOLEEZZA 

CRUISER  

BOAT RIDE 

On this ride everybody just goes 

along to get along. All African-

Americans must go through the 

metal detector searching for 

weapons of mass destruction, then 

put on body armor, a straight jacket 

and then you are strapped down for 

the duration of the ride. On this ride 

you don’t go anywhere, but you 

pretend that you do. As you close 

your eyes, the motion machine 

makes you think you are on the 

ocean. Then with your eyes wide 

shut, White men and White women 

rifle through your pockets looking 

for nickels, quarters, dollars, 

Benjamin’s, gold, platinum, natural 

resources and credit card numbers 

to steal your identity. Remember 

that you are strapped down. All 

remnants of history, land and your 

ancestors are purged. Every once in 

awhile, somebody smacks you 

upside the head, to see if you are 

still alive or not too seasick. If you 

move, some sugary cotton candy & 

oil spill is rubbed on your face for a 

thrill. This is the ride of a lifetime. 

You will be scared to death. Some 

Arab looking men come in the ride 

and start shooting at you with sling 

shots. When the ride comes to an 

end and you leave the park dirty 

faced, you realize that somebody 

has stolen your identity and you are 

H-O-M-E-L-E-S-S! 

The 

“OBAMANATOR” 

On this ride you had best “Protect 

Yourself At All Times”. This ride 

is the WHITE MOTHER of all 

rides. This ride will be the biggest 

thrill ride yet, with more ups, 

downs, turns, curbs, burns, 

collisions, mishaps, bumps, lumps, 

lynching, shoot-outs, high speeds 

and plenty of sudden stops. You’re 

gonna get exactly what you asked 

for. King’s Dominion and Disney 

World haven’t got anything 

comparable to the 

OBAMANATOR. 

All tickets must be purchased 

from the Twilight Zone Ticket 
Booth, with Hail to the Chief, 
blaring on the loudspeakers. All 
registered Democrats, Oprah 
freaks and half-white people get 
a colored stamp for “1” free ride, 
but they must give up their 
GETO PASS! On boarding this 
ride, everybody gets to knock 
down any old White women or 
any old White men that tries to 
get in your way. All boys, girls 
and whatever’s must be 
strapped tightly into their lock-
down, marshal law seats. FDA 
approved prescription 
medications are allowed. As the 
ride starts, it’s OK to close them 
eyes, because you are trippin’ & 
entering into the Black Hole of 
Space & Time. When entering 
the Black Hole, watch out for 
that slow motion in the ocean, 
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the White man will still be in 
charge. (Fun World is not liable 
if you can’t handle dat Na Na 
Whip) You stay in the Black 
Hole for what seems like 8 long 
years, until the water on the 
Levee breaks again and then 
you enter into the Land of NOD! 

Now Dr. Bo Bo knows that it’s 
not good business to give up too 
much information about a ride, 
because some of dem fools is 
ryde or die or vote or die or 
whatever. But the full time 
consumers must experience 
what hitting the bottom is like or 
what getting to the peak is like 
for themselves. Dr. Bo Bo wants 
you on this ride. Do you have 
another choice? There is no 
crying in Fun World.  

Warning: When this ride is over, 
and it will end…you had best be 
able to stop the fantasizing, 
become an adult and fend for 
self. Protect Ya Neck! 

This message has been 

provided by the Time for 

What Change Coalition! 

FLASH!         FLASH! 

FLASH! 

Brand new ride just 

constructed and 

plenty of Space 

Out-Back! 

“PUNCH 

DRUNK 

CASINO” 

Now the admission on this 

awe inspiring, groundbreaking 

CASINO is free. You are in 

the Big Times now; you are a 

High Roller. No bullshyt. We 

just provide you with $50 

worth of tokens and all the 

alcohol you can drink drank! 

We cash social security 

checks, personal checks, 

welfare checks and IRS 

refund checks for free. There 

are no cameras in Punch Drunk 

Casino, No spying in it’s 

hallways, elevators, lounges, 

play rooms and restrooms, so 

you can do what you want, 

whenever you want.  Call girls, 

Call boys are standing by. If 

you wanna fight, go ahead and 

knock yourself out. Nobody is 

gonna intervene or take your 

car keys. Nobody is gonna 

escort you to your room. 

Nobody is worried about your 

safety, as long as you empty 

ya pockets Yo! Nobody is 

gonna lift a finger as long as 

you PLAY ALONG! We got 

Black Jack, Craps, Poker, 

Bingo, Spades, Baccarat, 

Wheel of Fortune, Poker, 

Roulette, Slots, Concentration, 

Family Feud and Double 

Jeopardy. What happens at 

the Punch Drunk Casino, 

stays at the Punch Drunk 

Casino! You bet’cha!  

Now if you do get caught, let’s 

say banging somebody, hurting 

somebody, you snap or you are 

violence prone, we do have 

cheap lawyers standing by on 

call too. Just don’t run up on 

none of our dealers or you will 

be dealt with.  The Punch 

Drunk Casino is not the NFL, 

UFC, MMA, affiliated with any 

of the countless boxing 

Associations, the Mafia, the 

Po-Po, Ferguson Storm 

Troopers, the FBI, the CIA, 

DEA agents, NFL agents, the 

NFL Commissioner or 

affiliated with any Cointelpro 

Internet or TV Entertainment 

Magazines. Our rights are 

protected by the Constitution. 

Enjoy! We want you, our loyal 

customers to drink drank up 

and have a good time gambling 

with your money and your life. 

Sorry, but we must maintain a 

strict policy with the in-house, 

metal detectors. We can deal 

with a good fight every once in 

a Blue Moon, but we ain’t 

ready for any murders or 

robberies. You can rest 

assured our staff, our 

security and muscle will keep 

an eye on your money, paper 

stacks, chips and credit cards 

for you!  For a nominal fee, all 

accompanying hotel rooms will 

have alcohol. Dating service is 

another option. Each bathroom 

has a wall diaper changer for 

seniors. We aim to please. 

Should you and your date, get 

into a tussle, Yellow Cab does 

provide service back and forth 

to the Bus Station.  

HIGH 

TIMES 
(Space-Out Back!) 

This is not a ride, but the staff 

of Dr. Bo’s Bo’s Fun World 
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will provide all adults with a 

private, clean spot, smoking 

papers or a small glass pipe 

for free. Our trained staff will 

turn the other cheek and see 

nothing. We aims to please! 

We want the dare devil to 

come out in you. Fire it up! 

Act like you in Colorado, 

California or Chicago. No 

taxation without 

representation. Act like you 

on a journey to Heaven with 

gold slippers Boo! We got 

you! This is better than 

Disney World. We gonna 

give you space to get high off 

ya own supply for free Yo!  

Music provided by Tupac, 

Jimi Hendrix, Jim Morrison, 

Ike Turner, Rick James, 

Janice Joplin, Marvin Gaye, 

Billie Holiday. Wiz Khalifa, 

Sid Vicious, Ol’ Dirty 

Bastard, Elvis Pressley 

Frankie Lymon, David 

Ruffin,  Lil Wayne and more! 

In the Space-Out-Back, our 

staff will not sell or handle 

any dope, drugs, needles or 

narcotics. Our staff will see 

nothing, but we don’t allow 

any MONKEY SHYT! If 

you wanna feel like you 

Supaman or Wonder Woman, 

do it on your own time. This 

is a place of refuse for weary 

travelers, money spenders 

and lenders. Take a smoke 

break and get back to ya 

business of Ride or Die in the 

Punch Drunk Casino or Dr. 

Bo Bo’s Fun World. .        

MADD PEACE! DR. BO BO 

This article is paid for by Dr. Bo Bo and his 

corporate sponsors. The names are hidden to 

protect the guilty! 

EUROPEAN 

FACTS 

 

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?) 

Believe it or not! 

According to statistics from the 

Justice Department, White men are 

more likely to kill more than any 

other racial group. 

White people use Black people’s 

blood, body parts and spirit to heal, 

cure and to re-animate themselves.  

Whites represent a majority of the 

American population and are 

responsible for 54% of murders 

involving an intimate partner, 59% 

of murders involving a family 

member, 55% of murders involving 

infants, 56% of murders involving 

elders, 54% of s*x related murders, 

53% of gang related murders, 70% 

of workplace related murders, 55% 

of arson related murders, 80% of 

poison related murders, and 53% of 

murders involving multiple victims. 

European nations came to Africa 

violently with war ships, cargo 

ships, cannons, machine guns, 

bombs and other artillery. They 

established the Atlantic Slave trade, 

setting up forts and dungeons for 

African captives. 

The United States dropped nuclear 

bombs on women, children and old 

civilians in Japan, while Japanese 

men confronted them on the 

battlefield.  

The U.S. has 5% of the world’s 

population, but accounts for half of 

all firearms worldwide and 80% of 

gun deaths in the world’s 23 richest 

countries.  

Europeans rationalize their empires 

as civilizing missions instead of 

imperial barbarism. 

In the United States, a White 

person is almost six times more 

likely to be killed by another White 

person than by a Black person, 

according to FBI homicide data. In 

2011, there were more cases of 

Whites killing Whites than there 

were Blacks killing Blacks. 

One hundred years ago sweatshops 

and factories working child 

laborers over 18 hours a day were 

commonplace in Caucasian 

societies. 

The Sun has set on most of the 

British Empire. 

 

QUICK MOVIE 

REVIEWS 
By DIVINE1ON1 

HALF OF A 

YELLOW SUN 

Featuring: 

Chiwetel Ejiofor, Thandie 

Newton, Anika Noni Rose 

This movie takes place in 

1960’s Nigeria, when civil 

war breaks out in the 
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country. I believe Thandie 

Newton steals the show and 

I was highly impressed with 

her acting. I don’t want to 

give away anything about 

the movie, but if you like a 

well written drama, 

character development and 

good acting, this is a good 

one  

  10 out of 10 stars 

BELLE 

Featuring: 

Gugu Mbatha-Raw 

This story deals with a mixed 

race daughter (mulatto) of a 

big shot in the Royal Navy, 

raised by her aristocratic 

great-uncle in 18th century 

England. The movie kind of 

parallels Queen, which 

starred Halle berry, but the 

acting is superior. The 

character development for 

this young lady wasn’t great, 

but the picture deals with 

racism on so many levels. 

Home girl had to learn her 

place in a white supremacy 

environment.   

9 out of 10 stars 

FRONTERA 

Featuring: 

Gugu Mbatha-Raw 

A nice picture for those 

eyeballing and thinking 

about the tense people 

situations at the U.S., 

Mexico and Arizona 

borderlines. A former 

Arizona sheriff's wife is 

killed while riding on their 

ranch property. It would 

appear a Mexican man 

illegally crossing into the 

US is at fault. As the former 

and the current sheriff 

search for answers, lives 

are changed forever. The 

only thing I’m giving away 

is that the Mexican didn’t 

do it. You have to check 

this one out to see who did. 

It’s a thriller, has drama 

and good acting. One of 

them movies you can eat 

about three stacked 

sandwiches and drink a 

couple of Arizona Ice Teas.   

10 out of 10 stars 

10 out of 10 stars 

THINK LIKE A 

MAN TOO 

Featuring: 

Kevin hart, Regina Hall, 

Gabrielle Union, Meagan Good, 

Michael Ealy 

I don’t think Kevin hart 

was very funny in this 

satire.  It will probably be a 

success because of Black 

movie goers and their need 

for comedy, but I wouldn’t 

pay to see it.  

5 1/2 out of 10 stars 

A HAUNTED 

HOUSE 2 

Featuring: 

Marlon Wayans 

If you got to see this nasty, 

dysfunctional shyt, you 

ain’t got the sense you were 

born with. If you haven’t 

been diagnosed as being 

retarded, you best go get 

yourself checked for the 

sake of the rest of 

humanity! I couldn’t last 

more than 5 minutes and 

then it made me throw a 

whle box of pop corn away. 

It was that foul and nasty!  

0 out of 10 stars  

FOUR OF HEARTS 

Featuring: 

Nadine Ellis, Darrin Dewitt 

Henson 

A Black couple swap with a 

white dude married to an 

Asian girl. This shyt 

couldn’t be made up, but it 

was. It had some good 

points and some bad points. 

I wouldn’t go see it again, 

unless it was X-rated, but I 

made it through this time. I 

don’t think these are the 

kind of times we are living 

in, but you never know with 

some of the knuckle heads 

posing as adults out here!   

6 out of 10 stars  

THE GOSPEL 

ACCORDING 

TO AFRIKANS 

 
The prime directive is “KNOW 
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THYSELF” and activate “TOTAL 

RECALL” Nobody has to tell us 

where we came from and how far 

we have come. We can tell our own 

story. It is possible to spend a lot of 

money and go in debt on education 

and training, yet not know “one” 

thing about yourself and your kind. 

These quotes should open a few 

third eyes and spark some life 

force. Every month we try to get 

the best quotes from the best 

sources so our people can think & 

analyze critically! We work on the 

Collective Black Consciousness! 

PEACE WHEN 

POSSIBLE, WAR WHEN 

NECESSARY 

The Gospel According to 

Sister Chief Le Tava 

“First let me tell everyone that I 

am safe. Secondly, yes, we are 

under attack. We have obvious so 

called powers that be, that are 

seeking to stop our efforts of 

resistance to their enslavement. We 

have to understand that this was 

coming. We knew it was coming.”  

DON’T BACK DOWN! 

The Gospel According to 

Sister Chief Le Tava 

“Do whatever you gotta do, 

whatever it takes to protect yourself 

and your family. Stand up for 

yourself, don’t back down. Do not 

back down! Don’t take anything 

lightly. Don’t brush anything off. 

Don’t under estimate this enemy.  

KILLING OF BLACK 

MEN 

The Gospel According to 

Ella Baler 

“Until the killing of Black men, 

Black mother’s sons, becomes as 

important to the rest of the country 

as the killing of a White mother’s 

son, we who believe in freedom 

cannot rest until this happens!”   

YOU’LL KNOW BETTER 

The Gospel According To 

Shahrazad Ali 

“You see there are Black folks who 

support White supremacy, without 

even knowing it. We are just trying 

to educate them on how not to. 

Once you know better, you’ll do 

better!” 

GREATER RAPE THAN 

SLAVERY 

The Gospel According To 

Barbara Hillary 

“Christianity is the greater shackle, 

the greater rape of the Black mind, 

than slavery ever was.” 

CHANGE THE SLAVE 

IMAGES 

The Gospel According To 

Huey P. Newton 

“Anytime the Black man attempts 

to change the slave image, he will 

scare White people…so when you 

say we’re scaring people it means 

that we are creating positive images 

for ourselves.” 

RACE WAR 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Khallid Muhammad 

“Don’t worry about a race war 

starting…you’ve been in one for 

500 years. 

THEY LAUGHED AT 

YOU 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. John H. Clarke 

“They laughed at your clothes; and 

made you change your clothes; 

“They laughed at your names; and 

made you change your names; 

“But most importantly they laughed 

at your God; and made you change 

your God.” 

CAUSE AND EFFECT 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. John H. Clarke 

“Man must be in harmony with 

nature, man must not be in a violent 

struggle against the elements. Man 

and God and Nature in partnership, 

one to the other and all the 

elements work with man. All life is 

linked together in cause and 

effect.” 

PHILOSOPHY & 

OPINIONS 

The Gospel According To 

Marcus Garvey 

 “It is unfortunate that we should 

find ourselves at this time the only 

disorganized group. Others have 

had the advantage of organization 

for centuries, so what seems to 

them unnecessary, from a racial 

point of view, becomes necessary 

to us, who have had to labor all 

along under the disadvantage of 

being scattered without a racial aim 

or purpose.” 

GET ORGANIZED 

The Gospel According To 

Marcus Garvey 

“Get organized and you will 

compel the world to respect you!” 

FEELING vs. THINKING 

The Gospel According To 

Thomas Sowell 

“The problem isn’t that Johnny 

can’t read. The problem isn’t even 

that Johnny can’t think. The 

problem is that Johnny doesn’t 

even know what thinking is; he 

confuses it with feeling.” 

NON-VIOLENCE 
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The Gospel According To 

Kwame Ture 

“In order for non-violence to work, 

your opponent must have a 

conscience.” 

UNCONSCIOUS 

BEHAVIOR 

The Gospel According To 

Kwame Ture 

“Our task is not to teach the 

unconscious to be conscious, but to 

make them conscious of their 

unconscious behavior.”  

RACISM IS UNIVERSAL 

The Gospel According To 

Shirley Chisholm 

“Racism is so universal in this 

country, so widespread, and deep 

seated, that it is invisible because it 

is so normal!”  

MAKE A JOB 

Jackie Mayfield 

“You should never expect other 

people to do for you what you can 

and must do for yourself. How can 

you expect other people to give you 

a job when you have not seen the 

need to make a job for yourself” 

MUST HAVE 

KNOWLEDGE OF SELF 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Umar Johnson 

“Instilling knowledge of self in a 

child is pivotal. For without 

knowledge of self, all of the 

economic, political and social 

sciences that they may gain, will 

mean absolutely nothing to them 

and our people as a whole!” 

NOTHING IS SAFE 

The Gospel According To 

Frederick Douglass 

“Where justice is denied, where 

poverty is enforced, where 

ignorance prevails, and where any 

one class is made to feel that 

society is an organized conspiracy 

to oppress, rob and degrade them, 

neither persons nor property shall 

be safe.” 

RISE AGAINST 

EXPLOITATION 

The Gospel According To 

Ologosun Obasanjo 

“Africans had been globalized into 

slavery, colonialism, poverty, 

oppression and lop-sidedness of the 

world's economic situation. 

Globalization being preached by 

the West is “another form of 

bondage for the black race.” 

THE UNITED NATIONS 

The Gospel According To 

Djehuti Sundaka 

“The UN is mainly a  

front organization for Britain, 

France, Russia, and especially the  

Colonial Empire (United States) 

and therefore is not a viable 

institution in seeking aid for 

indigenous nations under foreign 

occupation. The UN is an  

institution of the colonial powers 

and will only work to maintain  

their interests no matter what it 

claims or does as a token gesture.  

Both Iraq and Haiti and even 

Afghanistan are proof of that.” 

 

BE STRONG 

Bob Marley 

“You never know how strong you 

are, until being strong is the only 

choice you have.” 

FIND PEACE 

Marvin Gaye 

“If you cannot find peace within 

yourself, you will never find it 

anywhere else!” 

THE MAN 

Aloe Blacc 

I believe every lie that I ever told 

Paid for every heart that I ever stole 

I played my cards and I didn’t fold 

Well it ain’t that hard when you got 

soul 

Somewhere I heard that life is a test 

I been through the worst but I still 

give my best 

God made my mold different from 

the rest 

Then he broke my mold so I know 

I’m blessed (this is my world) 

2 On 

Tinashe 

If you a lame, nigga you ain’t 

making no noise 

Get faded, turn up with the big 

boys 

Live fast, die young that’s my 

choice 

Get money, get money like an 

invoice 

WHAT’S UP 

Paul Mooney 

“Everybody wanna be a niggah but 

nobody wanna be a nigga.”  

CAN’T RAISE A MAN 

K. Michelle 

He got older. But never grew 

For his life he can’t tell the truth 
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How to love he ain’t got a clue 

Playing games like he’ll never lose 

you 

Try to talk to him, can’t get through 

Every day he’s a different dude 

These are the signs of a grown ass 

boy 

I’m just trying to keep it real 

STOP GAMING EACH 

OTHER 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. John H. Clarke 

“It’s time for Black people to stop 

playing the separating game of 

geography, of where the slave ship 

put us down. We must concentrate 

on where the slave ship picked us 

up.” 

WHITE WANNA BEES 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. John H. Clarke 

“Sometimes White Wanna Bees 

are more dangerous than Whites 

and sometimes will fight you 

harder just to be accepted by 

Whites!” 

THE JOB MARKET 

The Gospel According To 

Malcolm X 

“Any time you have to rely upon 

your enemy for a job, you’re in bad 

shape.” 

WE DID NOTHING 

The Gospel According To 

Malcolm X 

Look at yourselves, students, how 

do you think I feel and I belong to a 

generation ahead of you; how do 

you think I feel to have to tell you, 

“We, my generation, sat around 

like a knot on a wall while the 

whole world was fighting for its 

human rights, and you’ve got to be 

born into a society where you still 

have that same fight. What did we 

do, who preceded you? I tell you 

what we did, “Nothing”, and don’t 

you make the same mistake we 

made!” 

SEXUAL ENERGY & 

INTIMACY 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Sunyatta Amen 

“Women who are not sure how to 

transfer stressful energy into 

productive energy, embody it into 

places where they are suppose to be 

nurturing, life giving, healing and 

pleasure giving over and over 

again. This stressful energy than 

manifests itself physically into 

disease. 

 

CRACK HEAD 

NEWS 

VIOLENCE 

EDITION 

The Nubian Network reserves 

the right to crack on what 

some consider human 

behavior. At times, we are not 

so sure! 

What’s up with “your enemy will 

do you no harm”? Are you crazy? 

That’s some bull shyt! For most 

knuckle heads, their worst enemy 

has done so much harm…they 

forgot who their “frickin” enemy 

was in the first place! 

Black GrapeVine news- Pay 

attention! Black men and Black 

women that are unarmed are being 

killed by police departments and 

private citizens. We need to find a 

way to defend ourselves by any 

means necessary!  

White people have configured 

violence by men and women, so 

that the most skilled violent 

person…gets a “BELT” or a 

“TROPHY”! 

African=American a.k.a. Black 

communities do not sustain and 

perpetuate themselves. Have their 

children been trained or educated 

for the past 50 years to do so? If 

teachers were educating the 

children, their communities would 

sustain and perpetuate themselves. 

Perhaps the teachers were only 

trained themselves! That “change 

the system from within” bullshyt, 

doesn’t seem to be working. 

We must do something to help and 

protect the “unborn” come to this 

realm, so our ancestors can be 

reborn and not violently murdered 

in their sleep.   

The NFL has been hiding 

information for years. Their 

business is to manipulate women 

and men to accept violence as fun, 

games and a representation of their 

city, by any means necessary, 

making violence cool to watch and 

bet on. The NFL even has fantasy 

violence games. They really don’t 

want people to focus on the brain 

and body damage past players have 

acquired and suffered from the 

violence of past generations. We 

now teach children to practice 

organized violence for super 

corporations.    

Somebody ought to bring out a 

movie “Think like A Man” 

exclusively for males wanting to be 

men. Currently they got some 
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bullshyt out, getting girls to think 

like young, puppy boys. That ain’t 

gonna work to our advantage.  

Some people say that people in 

Ferguson should have strategized 

their movement in advance. Where 

was all this strategy when all the 

Black men and women were 

getting gunned down and brutalized 

all over the United States, over the 

past twenty years? We know, they 

were somewhere yapping and being 

a below minimum wage critic as 

usual! 

Don’t negotiate with a white 

terrorist or beg them for anything! 

The letter “J” didn’t come about 

until the 16
th

 century. How many 

people with a “J” in their names are 

in most people’s holy books? 

Please don’t call that history or 

whatever. It’s more like 

programming. 

Black scientist believe there is a 

correlation between cancer, 

diabetes, heart disease, sickle cell, 

high blood pressure and the 

environment, chemical usage & 

contamination, food preservatives, 

white sugar , white flour and white 

salt. .  

In the United States, people are 

supposed to have a right to 

assemble and protest, as long as 

that protest is orderly and 

“peaceful”.  

More and more young, White 

teachers are being hired in 

predominately Black school 

districts. In lots of the schools, 

there were already more White 

teachers, counselors, vice 

principals and principals. They 

come in, do whatever and go back 

to where they came from.  

Is it legal if females violently 

punch each other’s lights out? 

Would you pay to see it?  

What’s up with women, daughters, 

sisters, wives or friends, making 

appointments to walk into a 

doctor’s office and having a life 

violently snatched, vacuumed or 

sucked out of them.  Do they get to 

have a nice life by taking 

somebody else’s life away? Where 

are the women that are against any 

kind of violence? We can only 

suppose that they have selective 

amnesia.   

Moor Black GrapeVine news- 

White people hunt Black people. 

Black people do not hunt White 

people. White people will go to 

anyplace that Black people occupy 

to single them out and hunt them 

for whatever reason. Some suspect 

for slavery, servitude, trophies and 

sport!  

Always remember that hypocrites 

always need somebody to throw 

rocks at.  

What kind of dude wants a 

stripper, prostitute, bi-sexual, or a 

junkie as a wife? Dude must be 

crazy or a young, buster himself! 

What kind of dude takes somebody 

like such, home to meet their 

mother? What kind of dude thinks 

that a stripper is a suitable mother 

for their child or children? 

What girl wants a stripper, 

prostitute, bi-sexual or a junkie as a 

husband? Chick must be crazy or a 

buster herself. Some strange things 

are going on now-a-days! People 

will tell anybody anything.     

Scientists are finding that it’s quite 

common for an individual to have 

multiple genomes. It cannot be 

assumed that the genetic 

information from one cell can tell 

anybody about the DNA 

throughout a person’s body. The 

people who say they are in control 

and know everything, are finding 

out they don’t know as much as 

they claimed to know! It just takes 

the public a bit longer to realize the 

Game! 

Women bullying other women is 

on the rise. All you have to do is 

ask some young, school girls how 

safe it is to go to the girl’s 

bathroom. It ain’t boys in there 

feeling on their asses, cornering 

them and threatening them. You are 

a fool if you think that women are 

without sin. There are some 

females that will kick ass and bully 

whomever they can. Check mate!   

Moor Black GrapeVine news- if 

you are on social media, giving up 

selfies, addresses, children’s 

photos, phone numbers and 

information on yourself, you have 

just PROFILED yourself. Do you 

not know that the government and 

their police force have access to all 

your information? Maybe you 

haven’t been tagged as a criminal 

suspect, but you on their database. 

They now have the comprehensive 

database in the world, with your 

picture. Add facial recognition and 

cell phone tracking software and 

they know you were at the scene of 

the crime, demonstration, rally, 

meeting, cook out, vacation, vigil, 

pep rally or fight! COINTELPRO 

at it’s best! 

 One thing about Black 

Christians… they put their money 

where their mouth is. Don’t 

anybody say anything about brains, 

because its faith based! 

The first time and only time most 

Black people fly on an airplane, 

where do they go most often and by 

the numbers? You guessed 

it…Orlando, Florida! They feel a 

need to visit Disney Land! Ever get 

the feeling that we are being 

funneled and programmed to do 

some crazy ass shyt!  

Sarcasm news- In the United States 

long and drawn out wars against 

Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S. 

invited all women, children and 

senior citizens to leave these 

countries. They did not want to 

perpetrate violence on women, 

children and senior citizens. 

Anything else would have been 

cowardly! Anybody need video 

evidence? LOL! 
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Violence can not only be 

physically, but emotionally, 

mentally, economically and 

spiritually as well. Ask the slaves 

and any people that were colonized. 

As the families of those that were 

hung from trees or lynched. Ask 

the many people that have been 

treated unfairly.  

Black GrapeVine news- Just 

because you afraid of being called 

homophobic don’t think there 

aren’t any psychotic male and 

female faggots out here! 

Wigga news- Europeans load up 

on weapons because they want 

everybody to love them??? 

The next time you go to a family 

reunion or family gathering, if the 

females far outnumber the males, 

your family is dying. If the males 

outnumber the females, your family 

is dying. Look for and make 

balance to sustain the family. If you 

don’t have any family reunions or 

gathering, your family may already 

be dead.  

A GOOD STORY ALWAYS 

TRUMPS THE TRUTH! 

Some of the protestors in Ferguson, 

Missouri called for cameras 

accompanying police officers in all 

their on-duty affairs.  

White people love to monitor 

Black folks. They feel like that’s a 

part of their religion. They monitor 

and tap phone calls, Face Book 

accounts, Twitter accounts and 

your blood pressure.  

Family is where you are supposed 

to get a proper education or start 

the process Shawty. Somehow, our 

youth think that “family” means 

somebody that buys them some 

toys, junk, gives them candy; helps 

finance their desires or whatever! 

Pedophiles easily take advantage of 

this mindset. Sounds like some 

families are morally bankrupt. In 

reality Santa Claus and whomever 

don’t do shyt! 

A friend, a nanny, a mammy or a 

baby sitter are not the same status 

as a good wife. Don’t get it twisted! 

Wives are recognized all over the 

planet. A friend just don’t have the 

same stature.   

What would happen if Black folks 

started forming community militias 

like White people do?  

Back in the day, Black folks had 

strong ministers that could preach 

and live the Gospel, hold down a 

family and still be revolutionaries. 

Now we live in some strange times. 

We got minister’s that are into 

everything but the Gospel; their 

families are falling apart and they 

are government informants and 

employees second to none. We got 

lots and lots of “roving” ministers 

that don’t have churches. That ain’t 

too unusual, unless they can’t 

separate the Church and State.  

Slaves “jumping the broom” were 

not guarantee that they would be 

together. If the Master’s finances 

got messed up, either man or 

women could be sold up or down 

the river. Slaves were still the 

Master’s property.  

There are some serious brothers on 

the ground and some “don’t play 

with” sisters on the ground too! If 

you ain’t got the guts to do what 

they do, please provide them with 

support in any which way you can. 

Everybody ain’t got the same kind 

of heart! Everybody don’t have the 

same kind of talents and skills, but 

you can acknowledge that we 

cannot breathe in oppression and 

slavery! 

Hip Hop Rap Wigga news- White 

people maintain control of the 

things they have stolen and 

misappropriated! They no longer 

need the Blacks that were into 

Adidas, 40 ounces, Timber Lands, 

gold chains, and the big ear rings 

with the name in them. The over 30 

crowd don't remember that hip hop 

rap has always had European 

products, movies, clothes, under 

wear, pocket books, make-up, lip 

stick, stockings, sports 

paraphernalia, alcohol, head 

phones, turn tables, marijuana, get 

highs, motor cycles and utility 

vehicles tied to it. Back in the day, 

young Blacks actually felt as if they 

owned something. Now they act 

out and whine as if the enemy has 

took something away from them. 

They get mad if somebody tell 

them the enemy believes they own 

them and everything they dream 

about doing or being! The enemy 

controls their wants.We all are on 

the farm team or plantation team 

and get called up or discovered 

when they can profit! 

When a White person dies, 

Negroes start crying buffalo tears 

and start slobbering R.I.P! When a 

Black person dies, they say the 

nigga got what they deserved and 

start helping to dig up bullshyt, 

looking for anything to smudge 

their reputation or smear their 

name. Anything to discredit them! 

That’s an automatic feature of 

being a Negro. To the world, for 

their own people, Negroes and 

Negresses must accentuate the 

negative! Even if other negroes 

don’t recognize what they are 

doing.  

It is so very easy for American 

youth to get caught up in violence. 

America is a violent place. One 

should protect themselves at all 

times.   

 

The powers that be are harvesting 

organs. Rich people want organs, 

especially youthful, Black organs. 

You are crazy if you volunteer your 
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organs on your driver’s license. 

That info goes into the system, the 

info can be accessed and profiled, 

and it is possible that you can end 

up dead and your organs harvested 

mysteriously. If you want to 

volunteer your organs, draft a will 

and give them to your family or 

whoever! Check! 

American TV, movies and video 

games like to portray women being 

super heroes, displaying kicking, 

punching, shooting and super 

violent behavior. We think it’s 

catching on. American women 

enjoy violence just as much as their 

men do. It’s becoming a way of 

life.   

Judaism wasn’t created until after 

Christianity and Islam were 

created. Most church people don’t 

know that. They believe and have 

faith in good stories and movies, 

even if they aren’t always fact. 

Black scientists have estimated that 

at least 20,000 Negros have joined 

the KKK beginning in the 1920's. 

That’s straight up betrayal for 30 

piece of silver Yo! These Negroes 

were given jobs and protection, for 

spying on other Negroes and 

sympathetic White people..  

The policing forces that surround 

Black people wherever they live 

tend to be predominately White.  

Rumor control- Last thing we 

heard Joseph, wanted a DNA test. 

He wanna have proof. Is he or is he 

not the Father of God?   

When the Bureau of Justice 

Statistics collected homicidal rates 

from 1980 to 2008, they found that 

compared to Blacks, Whites were 

more likely to kill children, the 

elderly, family members, and their 

significant others. They commit 

more sex-related crimes, gang 

related crimes, and are more likely 

to kill at their places of 

employment. 

Too often Black fraternities and 

Black sororities are “trained”, not 

educated These Negroes often 

pretend that they are better than 

other Blacks, who haven’t entered 

into any kind of post high school 

training programs. They don’t pull 

that classism shyt on White people, 

just other Blacks. As a matter of 

fact, most of them don’t confront 

White people at all. They are very 

comfortable kissing White people’s 

ass for the rest of their lives. It 

becomes a learned habit, a ritual. 

Now that’s training.  

Cave men and cave women have 

yet to become civilized. They carry 

their violence and prejudice with 

them wherever they go.  

Run Forrest, Run! Run Halle, Run. 

See Halle Run! She runs in 

Monster’s Ball, Extant, X-Men, 

Baps, The Call and every movie 

she appears in. Run Halle Run! 

Next to Nicki Manaj, you the 

nuttiest, scatter brain, Black female 

in the Americas. Run Halle, Run, 

as if you got some type of nervous 

condition. Run like it’s your chance 

to walk the Red Carpet. Run, Halle 

Run! Time is running out! Watch 

how they make Halle Run!     

Leave Ray Rice alone. Both him 

and his wife have been 

psychologically and emotionally 

beat up enough by the media and 

public. Stop kicking this young 

man around like he is a football in 

your twisted political agendas.  

The last thing Black people need is 

more PUBLIC RUMP SHAKERS, 

with people telling us they are 

Queens! Recent music and video 

entertainment ( 20 years) consists 

of dude crotch grabbers and chick 

rump shakers!  

When the only issue becomes 

“WHO YOU GONNA VOTE 

FOR” we are f#cked! Lmbo! 

Black GrapeVine news- Most 

Black folks don’t know that the 

KKK once offered some Negroes 

employment and their protection 

for votes and labor.  

In the 16
th

 century Africans were 

forcibly taken to Spanish and 

English colonies in the Americas, 

North and South, as slaves. After 

the founding of the United States, 

Black people continued to be 

enslaved and treated as inferiors. 

Not sure when the masses of Black 

people in the United States became 

Americans. They passed no laws 

saying their supposed inferiors 

were their equals. The inferiors just 

got Civil Rights! 

Missouri was the last state to 

abolish slavery. In other words, 

Missouri was the last slave State. 

Ferguson, Kansas City and St Louis 

are in Missouri! S’up?  

If you grew up watching White 

comedians most of the time and 

never purged yourself, we realize 

you had too much “free” time on 

your hands. That tells a lot about 

your character and consciousness. 

Never wonder why people burst out 

laughing when they see you 

coming.  

ERIC GARNER LIVES, 

SHIEK UMAR KHAN 

LIVES, MIKE BROWN 

LIVES, LEE 

CHAMBERLIN LIVES, 

DR. BOBBY E WRIGHT 

LIVES, DR. JOHN 

CHISSELL LIVES, 

MESHACK TAYLOR 

LIVES, ALICE 

COACHMAN DAVIS 

LIVES and DR. 

ANTHONY ANDOH 

LIVES!    

Rumor has it that the powers that 

be are going to place a Disney 

World in Ferguson, Missouri. I 

wonder how many Black folks 

would take their family to Ferguson 

to see Donald Duck, Mickey 

Mouse, the Holly Land pavilion, 
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Harry Potter, Snow White or the 

Terminator.  

Baylor and Harvard Universities 

have linked Ramen Noodles to 

heart disease, stroke and metabolic 

syndrome. Poor people and college 

students shouldn’t be eating this 

cheap shyt! Gots to find a betters 

way! 

Moor Wigga news- To suit some 

of the matriarchal thinkers, the 

United States is rumored to make 

the police force and the military 

force of the country, 85% women 

and reinstitute the draft. To keep 

the country in balance, men may be 

shifted more towards classrooms, 

nursing professions, home making 

and caring occupations. What goes 

around, comes around! 

Beyonce is the no.1 female rump 

shaker in the U.S., followed closely 

by Nicki Minaj. Beyonce 

supposedly is pregnant again. 

Minaj has never been!    

Most crime is intra-racial. Statistics 

show that 84% of White victims are 

killed by Whites and 93% of Black 

victims are killed by Blacks. 

It takes a special kind of con artist 

to get rich without paying any kind 

of tax, by selling people an 

invisible product for 10% of their 

income that they can’t see until 

after they die! 

 

WHO AIN’T LOYAL 

BYTCH? 

The only dope most of these 

rappers are selling is themselves! 

Most of them are dope for dopes 

and a good investment for old 

White people. 

People need to stop believing that 

recovering religious zealots formed 

some type of conscious 

community.  

Who ain’t loyal bytch? Somebody 

like me brought your raggedy ass 

into this world! 

When Eve came out of Adam’s rib, 

was she a baby or a full grown 

woman? 

Outside agitators sounds like 

something White people would say, 

but Negroes yapping the same 

thing! None of the White police in 

Ferguson lived in Ferguson. Are 

they considered outside agitators? 

 The Bundy Ranch incident was a 

far more aggressive assault on law 

and order than the defensive action 

in Ferguson.  

Many a Black doctors, the world 

over, have seen a correlation 

between Black people and diabetes, 

cancer, high blood pressure and 

sickle-cell disease, upon their 

arrival to European strongholds and 

nations.  

Ain’t no patriarchy or matriarchy 

on the plantation. Don’t get it 

twisted. Ain’t no family either. Just 

survival units if you are lucky. 

Black people were never suppose 

to have family. It’s in the 

Constitution Yo! 

Do you think the Jim Crow Era has 

returned? Do most Black folks 

even know what the Jim Crow Era 

was all about? The Jim Crow Era 

was named after a Black character 

in minstrel shows! Just checking, 

because we seem to be all about 

entertainment, be it Hip-Hop, 

movies, clowning, modeling, 

singing or sports. Are we about 

nothing more than some 

entertainment or minstrel shows? 

Let all know, there are those 

Afrikans who do not want anything 

from the European and their agents 

amongst the non-whites. We want 

EVERYTHING from them. 

Cave fellows were known to bash 

females over the head and drag 

them back to their encampments, to 

rape them and cook them over an 

open flame, so that other men, 

women and children could devour 

them.  

Only a dumb Negro would even 

think that White rappers, actors and 

whatever are gonna support their 

cause, unless they can get some 

profit from it..   

It’s almost Christmas! Hope the 

Sky Daddy allows you enough 

income to buy them some more 

worthless and soon depreciated 

junk! 

If you believe in JESUS do not ask 

me for money, a favor, or advice. 

Since Jesus have more power than 

me why waste your time. I will 

point you in his direction. Because 

if I was to loan you money, do you 

a favor, or give you good sound 

advice then who do you thank? 

And do remember I do not believe 

in your savior. So how can me and 

him communicate? NOPE....leave 

me be. 

BLACK 

FACTS 

 

All knowledge is rooted in reality 

African=American history starts in 

the 16th century, with Africans 

forcibly taken to Spanish and 
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English colonies in North America 

as slaves. 

For over 500 years, Black people 

have been prodded and 

experimented on to help find cures 

and disease prevention for White 

people and whatever ails them.  

90% of African-American health 

problems are caused or 

complicated, by lifestyle or how 

they live, eat and don’t eat. 

Homosexuality was never a 

cultural norm for African people. 

African people have done just 

about everything under this Sun, 

but have only lived for millions of 

years by stamping out behaviors 

that would be the death of us. One 

prime example is the Laws of 

Ma’at. 

 The Bible is about 700 books 

stolen from Afrika. 

In Brazil, Blacks make up only 2% 

of the nation's university students, 

even though nearly half of all 

Brazilians defined themselves as 

Black in the most recent census. 

Individual advancement does not 

mean advancement for the race. 

One, two or ten people getting a 

good job does not mean an 

advancement for the race. 

There are man-made pyramids in 

China and Japan. China's pyramids 

are located near Siang Fu City in 

the Shensi province. The Chinese 

do not know how they got there, 

but it is believed that Africans of 

the Nile Valley were the builders. 

As are some pyramids in the 

Americas, some of the pyramids 

are mistaken for hills or mounds 

due to there eroded appearance. 

The pyramid mounds in Japan are 

made of stones not indigenous to 

Japan. It is said they were built 

during the time of Mu/Atlantis. At 

least one hundred pyramids have 

been discovered in the Shensi 

Province alone. 

After the founding of the United 

States, Africans kidnapped from 

Africa continued to be enslaved 

and treated as inferiors. 

Of the known mineral natural 

resources, cobalt, zinc, copper, the 

metals…90% of all the known 

metals in the world are located on 

the continent of Africa. 80% is in 

the lower half of Africa. 

President Sam Nujoma of Namibia 

says homosexuality is ‘not 

African’- just as President Robert 

Mugabe of Zimbabwe does. Both 

have stopped state television from 

airing foreign programs. 

There has never been a place in 

Afrika where one can go and not 

find God. In the ancient world, 

Afrikans had the largest place of 

worship on Earth, the temple of 

Karnak. 

Early Negro members of the KKK 

in the United States were called 

“Colored Democrats”. They went 

along with White, Conservative-

Democratic political philosophy. 

Ethiopia is the first country 

mentioned in the Bible. Some 

Bibles have the name Cush, which 

is one and the same. 

Hitler weakened European 

Imperialism. He weakened the 

British, the French, the Portuguese, 

the Belgium’s. That is one of the 

main reasons how colonized 

Africans got independence. 

When Blacks arrived in the 

Americas, kidnapped from Africa 

during the 1600’s, they were 

stripped of their clothes, pride, 

dignity and religion. 

Afrikans deal with spirituality 

daily, not once a week. 

Afrikan people dominate white 

people numerically and genetically. 

During Afrikan colonization, Neo-

colonization, Apartheid and Arab 

slavery, Afrikans in the Motherland 

had no choice but to live lives as 

bad as those Afrikans captured and 

put into slavery in the Americas. 

There is more oil in Africa than 

there is in the rest of the world and 

it is easy to get to. 

Before it was perverted, Judaism 

was an attempt to restore shattered 

Afrikan culture after the Hyksos 

invasion. 

More Blacks fought with the 

British than on the side of the 

Colonist- 25,000 former slaves 

departed the U.S. with the British 

army in 1781-83. 

Jim Crow Laws developed in the 

North, not the South. 

More black men went to jail under 

NAACP Image Award winner 

Clinton than under Ronald Reagan. 

The Children's Defense Fund 

found that nearly 1 million Black  

children in the United States live 

not in poverty, but in extreme 

poverty. 

ALL and 

Everything 

that has been 

on  

SALE,  

Will no 

longer be on 

sale as of  

OCT. 1, 2014! 
SEE YA! 


